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Abstract
European farming systems (FS) are increasingly subject to social, economic, institutional, and
environmental challenges. To assess their vulnerability, participatory workshops have been
organized to pool stakeholders’ perceptions of their FS’ resilience and sustainability. This study
analysed the scorings of stakeholders from a hazelnut production system in Italy. The results
showed links in the participants’ perceptions of a low diversity and a poor performance of their
system in terms of quality of life and attractiveness of the area. Two distinct narratives were
revealed in the analysis of individual – rather than aggregated – participants scorings: some were
focused on a few mostly economic indicators; others had a wider range of concerns and poorer
opinion of the diversity of the system and its social sustainability. Comparing with another case
study from Poland, participants tended to score the performance of indicators representing
functions performed by their FS according to the importance they would give to these indicators.
The design of participatory workshops could gain from these findings in better identifying main
and alternative discourses among participants. They could serve as an educational tool widening
stakeholders’ perspectives on interrelated but forsaken indicators of sustainability, which could
improve their performance. They could also better inform decision-making in the choice for
resilient and sustainable pathways, based on deeper understanding of stakeholders’ insights.
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1. Introduction
European farming systems are currently facing a wide range of environmental, economic, social,
and institutional challenges (Meuwissen et al., 2020). Subsequent vulnerability to shocks and
stresses can hamper the delivery of public and private goods and even threaten the very existence
of the system (Meuwissen et al., 2019). To face these challenges socio-ecological systems (SES) at
large, and farming systems in particular, have to develop capacities of resilience, adaptability, and
transformability (Folke et al., 2010). That is, taking in disturbance while maintaining the same
structure and functions, adjusting the system and managing its development along the same
trajectory, and being able to reinvent a new system when crucial thresholds have been exceeded
(Folke et al., 2010; Walker et al., 2004). Resilience thinking and sustainability frameworks can
guide these developments and inform decision-making (Anderies et al., 2013).
The SURE-Farm project (“Towards SUstainable and REsilient EU FARMing systems”, 2017-2021)
aimed to evaluate the current state of sustainability and resilience of 11 farming systems in the
European Union (Consortium SURE-Farm, n.d.). In the course of this project, a framework to
assess the resilience of farming systems was developed by Meuwissen et al. (2019), based on the
theory of adaptive cycle adapted to agricultural systems (see Holling & Gunderson, 2002).
Drawing from this framework, a methodology for participatory workshops was designed to
investigate stakeholders’ perceptions of their farming system (Paas, Coopmans, et al., 2021).
A farming system (FS) is characterized by one or more products of interest and a specific regional
context, e.g., hazelnut production in the province of Viterbo in central Italy. At the core of a FS are
therefore the main farms located in the region and producing the product(s) of interest. Nonfarming people and organisations influenced by or influencing the activity of these farms are
actors of the farming system. Examples of such actors are farmer organisations, supply chain
actors, and local institutions. Depending on whether the influence is mutual or unilateral, these
actors are divided into farming system actors or context actors (see Figure 1). Farming systems
can be defined as “local network[s] of farms and other actors formally and informally interacting
in a specific agro-ecological context” (Giller, 2013). The context is also specific with regard to
socio-economic factors, such as cultural values and identities, infrastructure, and external effects
of the FS activities, e.g., job creation. Lastly, FS generally provide multiple functions in the form of
private, e.g., delivering healthy and affordable food products, or public goods, e.g. maintaining
natural resources in good condition.

Figure 1: Characterization of a farming system including example actors. Source: (Meuwissen et al., 2019)
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In order to guide agricultural change in the face of accumulating challenges, it is useful to interpret
the concept of sustainability as the ability of an agricultural system to meet a diverse set of goals
(Hansen, 1996). Therefore, in order for a FS to be sustainable, its functions – the provision of
private and public goods – need to meet and maintain a desired level of performance. Trade-offs
between these functions may occur (Reidsma et al., 2015), and stakeholders may have different
priorities. To ensure the provision of the desired functions in the face of shocks and stresses, a FS
must be resilient through capacities of robustness, adaptability, and transformability (Meuwissen
et al., 2019). These capacities are enabled, enhanced, or constrained by certain attributes of the
FS, for example the diversity of on-farm activities, or the profitability of these activities (see Figure
2). Again, synergies and trade-offs may occur between these attributes. Their presence in the FS
and contribution to the resilience capacities is perceived differently between stakeholders of the
FS (Reidsma et al., 2020).

Figure 2: Framework to assess resilience of farming systems. Source: Meuwissen et al. (2019)

In this context, it was necessary to involve local actors in the measurement of the farming system
resilience. Indeed, people have the capacity to define and assess their farming system’s resilience
(le Dé et al., 2021). To empower them to transform, stakeholders should thus be put at the centre
of the evaluation. In Europe, impact assessment involving local actors has been tackled by the
Framework for Participatory Impact Assessment (FoPIA) on land use change (Morris et al., 2011).
Building on this framework and the one developed by Meuwissen et al. (2019), Paas et al. (2021)
applied a participatory resilience and sustainability assessment of SURE-Farm farming systems,
hereafter referred to as case studies.
In the framework mentioned above, “functions” refer to sustainable and desirable objectives of
the farming system, e.g., offering healthy and affordable food products (Food Production).
“Indicators” are case study-based gauges of these functions, for instance “Hazelnut production”
for the Food Production function in the Italian case study. “Attributes” indicate characteristics of
the farming systems that are meant to enhance resilience, e.g., “Functional diversity”. Finally,
“capacities” refer to the three dimensions of resilience, namely “Robustness”, “Adaptability”, and
“Transformability” (R, A, and T) (Meuwissen et al., 2019). See Section 2.1 below for a more
detailed presentation of these concepts.
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Two workshops have been organized in each of the eleven case studies of the project. The general
results of stakeholders’ perception workshops are presented in Reidsma et al. (2020). Food
production, economic viability, and maintenance of natural resources were ranked as the main
functions of the analysed European farming systems (see Figure 3 for a case study example).
Robustness and adaptability were often the dominant capacities of the systems over
transformability. Being reasonably profitable and having access to infrastructure for innovation
were deemed necessary attributes to enable transformability of the FS. Overall, the sustainability
of the studied farming systems, i.e., the performance of the functions assessed, was perceived to
be moderate. The farming systems’ resilience, i.e., the level of resilience capacities enhanced by
certain attributes, was perceived to be low to moderate. Further work has been done to laid out
specific perceptions of European farmers on resilience capacities, highlighting differences
between groups of farmers identified by common characteristics, such as labour input, risk
aversion, and perceived relative importance of private and public goods (Spiegel et al., 2021).

Figure 3: Performance of the functions (vertical axis, from 1 to 5) and their relative importance (size of the bubbles) per
stakeholder group in the IT-hazelnut case study. Source: Severini et al. (2019)

In the Supplementary Materials 3, Paas et al. (2021) present the Causal Loop Diagrams (CLDs) of
interacting thresholds across domains (Economic, Social, and Environmental) and levels of
integration (Field, Farm, and Farming system) for each of the 11 case studies (see Figure 4 for a
case study example). These diagrams have been developed by researchers using outcomes of the
collective discussions that occurred during the participatory workshops between farming
systems stakeholders. These diagrams could be therefore referred to as collective “mental
models”, namely networks with concepts as nodes and perceived causal relations as directed links
between them (Levy et al., 2018). As the CLDs were formed with the intent to represent group
perceptions, they were based on aggregated individual beliefs and expert judgments. However,
individual and shared knowledge are structurally different, and trade-offs exist in the aggregation
techniques chosen. Therefore, the interpretation of the knowledge created collectively is better
informed by the knowledge of individuals taken in the group context (Gray et al., 2014). The
objective of this study was therefore to inform the aggregated knowledge created during and after
the SURE-Farm FoPIA workshop on underlying causal patterns revealed in individual scorings on
sustainability and resilience concepts.
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Figure 4: Interacting thresholds across domains and levels of integration in IT-Hazelnut. Figure SM3.6 in Paas et al. (2021)

During the participatory workshops, stakeholders present were asked to fill in individual forms.
In this study, “scorings of importance” will therefore refer to the points given by participants to
each indicator when asked to divide 100 points between indicators representing the same
function, with two or three indicators per function. “Scorings of performance” is the result of the
score per indicator on a scale from 1 (very poorly performing) to 5 (perfectly performing).
“Presence” or “applicability” is the outcome – again on a scale from 1 to 5 – of the question “To
what extent does the resilience attribute apply in your farming system?”. Lastly, “contribution”
refers to the strength of the relationship between an attribute and each of the capacities,
answering the question “How would a high level of the resilience attribute contribute to resilience
in your farming system?” and scored on a scale from -3 (strong negative relationship) to +3 (strong
positive relationship).
To better understand and design new action plans for FS to face challenges and withstand shocks
and stresses, sustainability and resilience studies should lay out the underlying causal
mechanisms of socio-ecological systems (Biesbroek et al., 2017). The focus was here on the
interactions between perceived importance of FS functions as desirable sustainable outputs of the
FS, perceived performance of such functions, perceived contribution of resilience attributes to
resilience capacities, and presence of these attributes in the FS. Centering the study around these
main concepts was necessary to identify potential cognitive leverages for practitioners and
decision-makers in considering and aiming at present and future sustainability and resilience of
their farming systems (Hoffman et al., 2014).
This study thus tried to understand patterns and relations between stakeholder perceptions of
sustainability and resilience in two studied European FS – the Italian hazelnut production case,
and the Polish small farms horticulture case study. To explore patterns and underlying mental
models in stakeholders’ perceptions, the research questions were the following:
RQ1 – How are stakeholders’ perceptions of the importance and of the performance of local
sustainability indicators interrelated?
RQ2 – How are stakeholders’ perceptions of the performance of sustainability indicators and of
the presence of resilience attributes interrelated?
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2. Material and methods
2.1. Farming system case studies
Participatory workshops were organized in each of the 11 farming system case studies included
in the SURE-Farm project. This thesis focuses on the two case studies with the largest number of
participants per workshop, the Italian hazelnut production (IT-hazelnut) case study, and the
Polish small farms horticulture (PL-horticulture) case study. In each case study participants were
asked to fill in individual forms relating to their perceptions of different sustainability and
resilience factors in their farming systems. These two case studies were selected to allow for
quantitative analysis of these perceptions on rather larger sample sizes.
Several stakeholder groups have been defined prior to the workshops, and for each group specific
stakeholders have been identified and reached out to by local researchers involved in the SUREFarm project. Amongst the 21 stakeholders present in the Italian workshop, 8 were farmers
(“Farmers” group), 3 were representatives of the processing and distributing activities
(“Industry” group), 3 were representatives of the local institutions (“Government” group), and 7
were agronomists, members of NGOs, and different actors grouped under the term “Others” (Nera
et al., 2020). In the Polish case study, 20 stakeholders were present. The questionnaires were filled
by 10 Farmers, 4 Government, and 6 Others. Additionally, some participants classified in
“Government”, “Industry” or “Others” group were also farmers combining their farming activities
with off-farm responsibilities or occupations. The classification was therefore up to the expertise
of local researchers (see details in case study reports of IT-hazelnut and PL-horticulture in
Supplementary material from Paas et al. (2019)).
The methodology of the participatory workshops can be found in Paas et al. (2021). The objective
was to quantify stakeholders’ perceptions of sustainability and resilience of their farming systems.
Stakeholders were to answer questions individually by giving a score to each of the following
factors, as defined in A framework to assess the resilience of farming systems by Meuwissen et al.
(2019):
-

-

-

13 attributes of the farming systems regarded as resilience-enhancing (e.g., Being
reasonably profitable), defined by researchers prior to the workshops and common to all
case studies (Table 1). “What the farming system is or has”
8 functions deemed to be fulfilled by farming systems in general (e.g., Food production),
as the desirable sustainable outputs of the farming systems, defined by researchers prior
to the workshops and common to all case studies (Table 2). “What the farming system does”
16 to 24 indicators (depending on the case study) specifying the local meaning of these
generic functions (e.g. Hazelnut quality in Food production for IT-hazelnut), generally two
or three indicators per function, defined with the stakeholders during the participatory
workshop (Table 3 presents the indicators for IT-hazelnut. Indicators for PL-horticulture
can be found in Appendix 1. Functions and indicators for PL-horticulture).

Table 1: Description of the 13 resilience-enhancing attributes as presented during the participatory workshop. Source:
Paas et al. (2021)
Resilience attribute

Explanation statement

Reasonably profitable

Farmers and farm workers earn a liveable wage while not depending heavily
on subsidies.

Coupled with local and natural
capital (production)
Functional diversity
Response diversity

Soil fertility, water resources and existing nature are maintained well.
There is a high variety of inputs, outputs, income sources and markets.
There is a high diversity of risk management strategies, e.g., different pest
controls, weather insurance, flexible payment arrangements
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Exposed to disturbance
Spatial and temporal heterogeneity
(farm types)
Optimally redundant (farms)
Supports rural life
Socially self-organized
Appropriately connected with actors
outside the farming system
Infrastructure for innovation
Coupled with local and natural
capital (legislation)
Diverse policies

The amount of year to year economic, environmental, social, or institutional
disturbance is small (well dosed) in order to timely adapt to a changing
environment
There is a high diversity of farm types with regard to economic size,
intensity, orientation, and degree of specialization
Farmers can stop without endangering continuation of the farming system
and new farmers can enter the farming system easily
Rural life is supported by the presence of people from all generations, and
also supported by enough facilities in the nearby area (e.g., supermarkets,
hospital, schools, shops)
Farmers are able to organize themselves into networks and institutions such
as co-ops, community associations, advisory networks, and clusters with the
processing industry
Farmers and other actors in the farming system are able to reach out to
policy makers, suppliers and markets that operate at the national and EU
level
Existing infrastructure facilitates knowledge and adoption of cutting-edge
technologies
Norms, legislation, and regulatory frameworks are well adapted to the local
conditions.
Policies stimulate all three capacities of resilience, i.e., robustness,
adaptability, transformability

To answer the question “To what extent does the resilience attribute apply in your farming system?”,
participants had to score each attribute on a scale from 1 (not at all applicable) to 5 (very much
applicable). The contribution of these attributes to the three resilience capacities R, A, and T was
assessed for each of them on a scale from -3 (negative contribution) to +3 (positive contribution),
on which 0 indicated no relationship between the resilience attribute and robustness,
adaptability, or transformability.
Table 2: Description of the 8 functions as sustainable outputs of a farming system. Source: Meuwissen et al. (2019)

Private
goods

Function

Explanation statement

Food production

Deliver healthy and affordable food products

Bio-based resources

Deliver other bio-based resources for the processing sector

Economic viability
Quality of life
Natural resources

Public
goods

Biodiversity and
habitat
Attractiveness of the
area
Animal health &
welfare

Ensure economic viability (viable farms help to strengthen the economy and
contribute to balanced territorial development)
Improve quality of life in farming areas by providing employment and offering
decent working conditions
Maintain natural resources in good condition (water, soil, air)
Protect biodiversity of habitats, genes, and species
Ensure that rural areas are attractive places for residence and tourism
(countryside, social structures)
Ensure animal health & welfare

Participants were asked to divide 100 points over the eight functions according to their individual
perception of the importance of each function in their farming system. Then, participants had to
divide again 100 points over the indicators per function to evaluate the importance of the
indicators per function. The current perceived performance of these indicators was measured
using a 5-point Likert scale, 1 corresponding to a very poor performance of the indicator, 5
corresponding to a perfect performance of this indicator.
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Table 3: Presentation of the 16 indicators representing the 7 functions as used during the participatory workshop in the
IT-hazelnut case study. Source: Nera et al. (2020)
Function

Indicators

Food production
Bio based resources
Economic viability

Quality of life
Natural resources
Biodiversity and habitat
Attractiveness of the area

Hazelnut production
Hazelnut quality
Shell production for heating
Production of pruning waste for energy generation
Gross Margin per hectare
Public support to agriculture CAP and RDP
Margin from in situ processing activities
Number of people in the area employed in the farming system
Percentage of women among the people employed in the system
Health of agricultural workers
Groundwater availability
Water quality in the area
Diversification in land use
Number of organic farms
Touristic flow
Retention of young people in the area

The questionnaires were thus divided in seven sections (see Appendix 2. Participatory workshop
forms and questions asked). The survey sections used in this study were on stakeholders’ scorings
of the importance of sustainability indicators (section 2), their scorings of the performance of
these indicators (section 3), and their scorings of the presence and contribution of resilience
attributes to resilience capacities (section 6). The stakeholders’ scoring of the importance of
sustainability functions (section 1) of the farming system was used in weighting the importance
of indicators (see Equation 3). In both case studies, not all forms were fully completed, therefore
each factor was assessed on a different sample size, as presented in Table 4.
Table 4: Presentation of the number of respondents, completion of forms, outliers and missing data identified in the two
sets of data coming from the Italian and Polish case studies.
Case study

Factor scored

Italy – 21
participants

Indicators importance
Indicators performance
Functions importance
Attributes presence
Indicators importance
Indicators performance
Functions importance
Attributes presence

Poland – 20
participants

Respondents

Complete
answers

Partial
answers

Outliers

21

21 (100%)

0 (0%)

1 total different
than 100pts

21

21 (100%)

0 (0%)

None

21

21 (100%)

0 (0%)

None

16

16 (100%)

0 (0%)

None

18

9 (50%)

9 (50%)

19

12 (63%)

7 (37%)

19

19 (100%)

0 (0%)

15

12 (80%)

3 (20%)

Missing data

5 participants did not
score the attributes
Some participants did
not score all indicators
Some participants did
not score all indicators

2 totals different
than 100pts
Some participants did
not score all attributes

2.2. Quantitative analysis
The IT-hazelnut case study dataset was used for the main research and exploration. The PLhorticulture dataset was used for the reproduction of methods and comparison of results. Before
the analysis, both datasets were first checked for missing data and outliers (see Table 4).
Thereafter the data was explored using Excel, and further explorations and analysis were
performed using statistical software R.
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As a few participants scored some indicators importance lower than one hundred points per
function, a pre-treatment was sometimes necessary to assess all indicators importance on the
same denominator (100) within a function (Equation 1). Preceding the data explorations,
individual stakeholders’ scorings on importance of indicators were transformed according to
Equation 2 to enable comparison between indicators from different functions. Scorings on
importance of functions were included to weight each indicator importance (see Equation 3).
Equation 1:
𝑥1𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖 ∗ 100 / ∑ 𝑥𝑗
𝑗

Where 𝑥1𝑖 is the corrected importance score of indicator i
𝑥𝑖 is the raw importance score of indicator i
j is the number of indicators in the same function

Equation 2:
𝑥2𝑖 = 𝑥1𝑖 ∗ 𝑗 / ∑ 𝑗
Where 𝑥2𝑖 is the relative importance score of indicator i compared to all other indicators
Equation 3:
𝑥3𝑖 = 𝑥2𝑖 ∗ 𝑦𝑖 / 100
Where 𝑥3𝑖 is the weighted importance score of indicator i
𝑦𝑖 is the importance score of the function represented by indicator i
Outliers were scorings outside the scales intended for evaluation e.g., above 5 for levels of
presence of attributes (see Table 4). They were removed from the datasets as being not
comparable with other scorings or corrected for obvious reporting mistakes.
During the exploration phase, descriptive statistics of each dataset were produced (see section
3.1.a of the Results). This exploratory data analysis was meant to provide insights on the scoring
patterns per stakeholder and per farming system. The main outcome of this exploration was a
detailed comparison between the two case studies.
To deepen the understanding on perceptions of stakeholders and provide intermediate results to
local decision-makers and research partners, an Importance-Performance Analysis was
conducted on indicators and attributes, respectively. We used a data-centred quadrant approach
to identify which indicators or attributes were of high priority for each stakeholder of the case
studies. The cross-points of axes were set at the mean importance/contribution and mean
performance/presence of scores for each participant of the workshop (see Figure 8, section 3.1.b
of the Results). Priorities were then defined as high-importance low-performance indicators
(Bacon, 2003), and high-contribution low-presence attributes. This method allowed for a deeper
understanding of the individual scorings before the statistical tests were performed, thus
informing both research questions as well.
A first step of the statistical analysis was to test the strength of association in stakeholders’
scorings between the performance of different indicators. This could be seen as a study of the
collinearities before the cross-perceptions studies stemming from RQ1 and RQ2. The same
analysis was performed with the importance of different indicators. Because of the ordinal nature
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of the data, Spearman’s non-parametric rank correlation test was chosen for all statistical tests.
This method was also chosen as the data could not be assumed to be normally distributed, and the
sample sizes were small. Next, the correlations amongst stakeholders’ perceived presence of
different attributes, and then between the contributions of these attributes to resilience capacities
were explored using the same methods.
Second, we wanted to investigate the possible linear relationship between scorings of
performance and scorings of importance of indicators. Thus, linear regressions were performed,
using mixed-linear models to account for the random effects per indicator and per participant.
The cross-perceptions correlation study between scorings of performance and scorings of
importance was then performed using Spearman’s correlation test to complete the inquiry of the
first research question. Third, we tested the correlations between performance of indicators and
presence of attributes by using Spearman’s correlation tests on each pair of (indicator, attribute).
Then a study at the individual level of scoring was performed to identify groups of participants
with similar scoring patterns. First, the intra-group versus inter-group variability of scorings were
to be inquired. However, due to the small sample size, most groups were not fit for a statistical
comparison of the scorings inter-groups (the Government group had only 3 participants, so did
the Industry group). A hierarchical clustering method was used to determine the “clusterability”
– the potential for clusters in one set of data – and the optimal number of clusters in the 3 datasets
of the Italian case study: importance scorings, performance scorings, and presence scorings. Ward
Hierarchical Clustering was chosen to minimize the total within-cluster variance when merging
individuals into one cluster. However, as these clusters were found not to be similar across the
datasets, limiting their interpretation for patterns of scorings linking indicators and attributes
(see Appendix 3. Clusters).
Therefore, the clustering analysis was performed by hand, looking at significant indicators and
attributes which scorings presented high variability. Only some attributes deemed very present
in the system were selected to distinguish between participants’ scorings, as they appeared to also
be the most controversial. These distinctions have then been reported in the other sets of
perceptions evaluated (importance and performance of indicators), to inquire eventual clustering
of participants (see section 3.3 of Results) and provide more in-depth results answering the
second research question.

2.3. Qualitative inputs
To cross-examine the results of the qualitative analyses described above, several sources drawing
from expert and local knowledge have been interrogated. A literature review included the D5.2
Report of the SURE-Farm project on the Participatory impact assessment of sustainability and
resilience of EU farming systems (Paas et al., 2019), and in particular the Supplementary materials
F (case study report Italy) and H (case study report Poland). Ongoing work redacted by local
research partners in the Italian case study was also included (Severini et al., n.d.). Local experts
have been contacted and presented with the findings of this study, and results and implications
have been discussed in light of their contextual knowledge.
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3. Results
3.1. Visualization of scorings
During the workshops, data from the forms filled by the participants was transformed, aggregated,
and presented back to the audience to foster collective discussions. We wanted to go through this
process again to see whether the individual results could inform differently the subsequent
debates.
3.1.a.
Summary statistics
The small number of participants available for participatory workshops give an opportunity to
look at data at the individual level. This data is presented hereafter. Median and inter-quartile
range (IQR) have been chosen as variables to order the scorings as they are not affected by the
presence of outliers. In this case, as the sample size was small, no observation could be discarded
as an outlier but rather be explained as individual patterns.

Figure 5: Individual scorings (dots) of importance (after transformation) in decreasing order. The ranking was based on
the median value (highest-top left to lowest- bottom right) and IQR in case of ties. Indicators representing the functions
Food production and Economic viability were the ones considered most important by stakeholders of the IT-hazelnut
farming system.

The average importance for indicators – scoring taking importance of functions into account – was
set at 100 points divided by 16 indicators. The ranking from most to least important indicator
was:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Gross margin per hectare,
Hazelnut production,
Hazelnut quality,
Public support,
Margin from in situ processing,

all ranked by the majority (>50%) of the participants as above average importance. Then came:
6) Number of people employed,
7) Shell production for heating,
8) Health of agricultural workers,
9) Groundwater availability,
10) Retention of young people,
11) Number of organic farms,
12) Water quality,
13) Percentage of women employed,
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14) Production of pruning waste,
15) Touristic flow, and
16) Diversification in land use,
thus ranked by the majority of participants as below average importance.
The ranking of functions based on importance of their indicators was therefore:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Food production,
Economic viability,
Quality of life,
Bio-based resources,
Natural resources, and
Attractiveness of the area and Biodiversity and habitat.

A caveat of this ranking method was that it did not reflect nor account for the spread of the data,
i.e., the agreement between participants. When considering the level of agreement (based on IQR),
the ranking of the functions was: Food production (1), Bio-based resources (2), Economic viability
(3), Attractiveness of the area (4) and Biodiversity and habitat (4), Natural resources (5), and
Quality of life (6). Combining these two rankings gave more information on the fact that indicators
representing the function Economic viability were most debated though considered important by
most of the participants. The indicators representing the function Bio-based resources could be
considered a “middle-way” between the production of food and the provision of diversified
economic resources, hence this function reaching second place in this ranking.

Figure 6: Individual scorings of performance (dots). To arbitrate between ties, indicators are ordered from top-left to
bottom-right in decreasing 3rd quartile, then decreasing median score, then increasing IQR. Indicators representing the
functions Food production and Economic viability are the top performance indicators, along with the Number of people
employed by the FS, and the performance of the Shell production for heating.

As can be seen in Figure 6, there were numerous ties in median scorings of performance of
indicators. This was due to the 5-points Likert scale chosen for the assessment. Considering the
large disparities in scorings, for example the large IQRs, the indicators’ performance could not be
ranked. Rather these were regarded as “higher than participants’ standards” for scorings of 4/5
and 5/5, as “average” for scorings of 3/5, and as “lower than participants’ standards” for scorings
of 1/5 and 2/5. This approach reflects the subjective aspect of these scorings, while
acknowledging that the participants’ standards might not be exactly concurring from one
individual to another.
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Five indicators were scored by the majority of participants (>50%) as performing ‘well’ or higher
(4/5). These indicators are Hazelnut production, Gross margin per hectare, Number of people
employed in the farming system, Shell production for heating, and Hazelnut quality. The latter was
the one with the lowest agreement among participants, its performance being perceived to be
between average and very good. Public support and Retention of young people were deemed to
be of average performance, with the majority of people’s scorings between poorly (2/5) and well
performing (4/5). Both were scored also on the extremes (1/5 and 5/5) by a couple of individuals.
The rest of the indicators were scored to be performing lower than the majority of participants’
standards. Specifically, Groundwater availability, Health of agricultural workers, Number of
organic farms, and Water quality were scored by the majority of participants between poor and
average performance, with some individual scorings on “very well”, “well” or “very poorly”
performance. The performance of Production of pruning waste for energy production and
Percentage of women were more controversial, with the majority of the scorings being between
“very poor” and “average”, but still gaining high-performance scorings from some individuals. On
the contrary, Touristic flow and Diversification in land use are the lowest scoring indicators with
the majority of scorings between “very poorly” and “poorly” performing. Both had a couple of
individuals score “well” on their performance. Lastly, Margin from in situ processing was the most
debated indicator in terms of performance. Half of the participants deemed it to be performing
higher than their standards, the other half saw its performance as poor to very poor.

Figure 7: Scorings of presence. Attributes are ordered from left to right with decreasing 3rd quartile, then decreasing
median, then increasing IQR.

As the attributes’ presence have been ranked on a 5-points Likert scale like the indicators’
performance, the former will be presented here in the same fashion as the latter. The question
asked to the participants was about the applicability of each attribute to their farming system.
Five attributes were scored by the majority of participants (>50%) as being more than moderately
(3/5) applicable: Socially self-organized, Optimally redundant, Spatial and temporal
heterogeneity, Support to rural life, and Reasonably profitable. The latter was distinct in that the
participants almost all scored on it being much applicable (4/5), contrary to Optimally redundant
and Spatial and temporal heterogeneity whose scorings were spanning the scale from “not at all”
to “very much” applicable. The attribute Infrastructure for innovation was deemed to be
moderately applicable by all participants, who scored between “somewhat” (2/5) and “much”
applicable. The rest of the attributes were scored by the majority of participants as being lower
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than moderately applicable. Response diversity, Production coupled with local and natural capital,
Appropriately connected with actors outside of the farming system and Functional diversity were
additionally each scored by a couple of individuals as being much applicable. Additionally, the two
last attributes mentioned were also scored as “not at all” applicable. Finally, the applicability of
the attributes Diverse policies, Legislation coupled with local and natural capital, and Exposed to
disturbance were scored to be equal to or below moderate, with individuals scoring down to “not
at all” applicable.
3.1.b.
Quadrant analysis
The data from participants scorings could be presented grouped by indicator, attribute, or by
participant. To identify priorities of individual participants the latter was chosen, and scorings of
performance were plotted against scorings of importance for each indicator (Figure 8). Scorings
of presence were plotted against scorings of contribution to resilience capacities for each attribute
(see Appendix 4. Quadrant analysis for priority attributes for details).

Figure 8: Quadrant representation for Importance-Performance analysis in individual scorings. Vertical red lines represent
the average importance scoring per participant. Horizontal red lines represent the average performance scoring per
participant. Indicators (dots) situated in the lower-right quadrant of a stakeholder plot are considered priority indicators.

In view of their own scorings, twelve participants scored at least one indicator as lower than their
average scoring of performance, but higher than their average scoring of importance for
indicators (Table 5). Especially, Margin from in situ processing was scored as a priority indicator
by six participants out of whom three were farmers, two representatives of local government, and
one agronomist. Moreover, Public support and Health of agricultural workers have also been
identified as priorities in the scorings of four stakeholders, here again from different classes.
These three indicators are respectively representatives of the Economic viability and Quality of
life functions of this farming system.
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Table 5: Indicators identified as priorities in the Importance-Performance Analysis, and stakeholders for whom it was a
priority.
Indicator

Count

Stakeholders

Margin from in situ processing activities

6

Farmer D, Farmer E, Farmer H, Gov B, Gov C, Other D

Public support to agriculture CAP and RDP

4

Farmer G, Gov B, Ind B, Other G

Health of agricultural workers

4

Farmer H, Gov B, Other C, Other E

Retention of young people in the area

1

Gov B

Touristic flow

1

Gov B

Diversification in land use

1

Gov C

Groundwater availability

1

Ind A

Shell production for heating

1

Other F

Eleven participants out of the 16 that scored the attributes applicability and contribution scored
at least one attribute applicability as lower than their average scoring, while scoring its
contribution to all three resilience capacities as higher than their average scoring (Table 6 and
Appendix 4. Quadrant analysis for priority attributes). The attribute Diverse policies has been
identified as a priority in five participants’ scorings, Exposed to disturbance in four of them, and
Infrastructure for innovation, Production coupled with local and natural capital, and Functional
diversity in three of the sixteen participants scorings. Once more, the participants scoring the
same attribute as a priority were not necessarily from the same stakeholders group.

Table 6: Attributes identified as priorities on all three resilience capacities, with stakeholders in whose scorings these
priorities were identified.
Attribute

Count

Stakeholders

Diverse policies

5

Farmer C, Gov B, Other C, Other D, Other F

Exposed to disturbance

4

Farmer E, Ind C, Other C, Other F

Infrastructure for innovation

3

Farmer C, Farmer G, Ind B

Coupled with local and natural capital (production)

3

Gov B, Other D, Other F

Functional diversity

3

Gov B, Other D, Other G

Coupled with local and natural capital (legislation)

2

Farmer G, Other C

Spatial and temporal heterogeneity (farm types)

2

Gov B, Other D

Optimally redundant (farms)

2

Ind A, Other D

Response diversity

1

Farmer C

Appropriately connected with actors outside the
farming system

1

Other F
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3.2. Study of correlations
After having explored the raw data, correlation analyses were performed on each set previously
presented to reveal patterns in participants scorings. The results of these correlations are
presented hereafter.
3.2.a.
i.

Importance and performance of indicators

Collinearities among scorings of importance and performance

The first inquiry of this study was about the link between perceptions of importance and
performance of indicators. To begin with, the relations among scorings of importance have been
analysed. The results are tendencies of participants scorings, meaning that we highlighted the
significant relations between the scorings of importance given to each indicator (Figure 9).
Participants that tended to score higher the importance of Gross margin per hectare also tended
to score higher the importance of Public support, both indicators chosen by the participants to
represent the Economic viability of the farming system. On the contrary, they tended to score
lower the importance of Retention of young people and Touristic flow, representatives of the
Attractiveness of the area, and Water quality (Natural resource). Moreover, participants that
scored the importance of Public support higher, tended to give less importance to Hazelnut
production and Health of agricultural workers, indicators for Food production and Quality of life,
respectively. Participants that scored the importance of Health of agricultural workers as low
tended to score the Number of people in the area employed by the farming system higher, as an
indicator for Quality of life as well. Participants that tended to score the importance of Touristic
flow as low also tended to score Shell production for heating as low (Bio-based resources).

Figure 9: Correlogram presenting the significant correlations (p<0.05) among scorings of importance. Blue squares
indicate a positive correlation (rho>0), red squares a negative correlation (rho<0). Roughly, the more participants that
scored similarly the importance of the two indicators, the stronger the correlation.
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Participants that tended to score the importance of Groundwater availability (Natural resources)
lower also tended to score Water quality in the area (Natural resources), Number of organic farms,
representing Biodiversity and habitat, and Percentage of women employed as an indicator for
Quality of life, as low. Participants that scored Number of organic farms as low tended to score
Margin from in situ processing (Economic viability) as high. The latter tended to score the
importance of Hazelnut production lower.
The same analysis has been performed on scorings of performance. The results are here again
tendencies in participants scorings, highlighting significant relations between indicators in terms
of their performance (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Correlogram presenting the significant correlations among scorings of performance. Blue squares indicate a
positive correlation (rho>0). Roughly, the more participants that scored similarly the performance of the two indicators,
the stronger the correlation.

Participants that viewed one indicator from Quality of life (Percentage of women among the
people employed, Number of people employed, or Health of agricultural workers) as performing
low also saw the other two indicators’ performance as low. They also saw the indicators for
Attractiveness of the area (Retention of young people and Touristic flow), and the indicator
Hazelnut quality, for Food production, as performing poorly. Participants that viewed Health of
agricultural workers as performing low also tended to see the performance of Number of organic
farms, representing Biodiversity and habitat, as poor. Participants that regarded Percentage of
women employed and Retention of young people as performing poorly also saw the performance
of Margin from in situ processing, representing the Economic viability, as low.
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Participants that scored the performance of Margin from in situ processing as high, also scored
the performance of Diversification in land use (Biodiversity and habitat) as high. Lastly,
participants that scored the performance of Groundwater quality as high or low tended to score
similarly the performance of Water quality in the area, both representing the Natural resources of
the farming system.
ii.

Linear relation between importance and performance

We inquired the predictive power of the score given by one participant to one indicator on this
participants’ scoring of this indicator’s performance. By pooling all scorings together, we
investigated the general influence of the importance scorings on the performance scorings in our
case study.
Formula: performance ~ importance + (1 | participant) + (1 | indicator)

Fixed effects

Random effects

Intercept

2.61

Importance

0.05

R² fixed effects

0.09

Std participants

0.39

Std indicators

0.59

Std residual

0.84

R² random effects

0.46

Table 7: Report of linear mixed model results. Both fixed effect of importance and random effects from participants and
indicators are included.

Using a linear mixed model, we found that importance scorings were a significant predictor of
performance scorings. In fact, an increase of 20 points in importance lead to an expected change
in performance of 1 point (see Table 7, fixed effect of importance). This result accounted for the
random effects per participant and per indicator. Indeed, we noticed that on average the effect of
importance on performance was strong, but there was considerable variability between
participants and between indicators.

iii. Correlations between scorings of importance and performance

The same analysis of correlations has been performed to uncover relations in participants’
scorings of importance of indicators, and their scorings of performance of those indicators. The
results presented below take in the results from the previous sections to provide an overview of
the individual and majority scorings, as well as the general tendencies in scorings of importance
and performance (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Mapping of correlations between scorings of importance (top) and scorings of performance (bottom). Green
lines correspond to positive correlations between the indicators, orange lines to negative correlations. Dotted lines are
correlation between importance-performance scorings redundant with intra-perceptions correlations (among scorings of
importance or among scorings of performance). Display of the scorings along with the correlations was chosen to
emphasize the discrepancy in participants scorings (large IQRs). See the text below for a detailed presentation of these
relations.

95% of all participants saw the Gross margin per hectare as the most important indicator for the
sustainability of this farming system, even though its relative importance was the one least agreed
upon among participants. Those who saw it as less important also gave less importance to Public
support but gave more importance to the Attractiveness of the area (Retention of young people
and Touristic flow), and the Water quality in the area. These participants perceived the Gross
margin per hectare as performing lower as well, while still ranking its performance to be at least
“average” and - for most - as “good”. Likewise, they tended to perceive Public support and Number
of organic farms as performing lower, namely between “poor” and “average” performance.
Diversification in land use was the before-lowest ranking indicator in terms of importance to
participants. Participants that gave lower importance to this indicator tended to rank Public
support as better performing, that is with higher-than-average performance.
Participants ranked Retention of young people as being of lower importance to their farming
system (10th/16), with 90% of the participants scoring it below average. Those who scored its
importance higher tended to score Shell production for heating as performing lower, the latter’s
performance remaining between “average” and “good”.
Groundwater availability was deemed to be moderately important for the participants of this
farming system (9th/16), even though all of them gave it scores lower than the average importance
when accounting for the importance of Natural resources. Participants that scored its importance
the lowest ranked its performance and correspondingly the performance of Water quality in the
area lower than “average”. They also scored low on the importance of the Percentage of women
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among the people employed, the Number of organic farms, and the Water quality in the area.
These three indicators are being ranked as of low importance to this farming system and highly
agreed upon, with 61%, 76% and 85% of the participants scoring their importance lower than
average, respectively.
The Production of pruning waste for energy generation was considered to be the least important
indicator of the function Bio-based resources, and consequently unanimously ranking very low
(14th/16) in the concerns of stakeholders in this farming system. Participants that focus less on
this indicator also see its performance as being lower, between “very poor” and “poor”, but tend
to see Health of agricultural workers as performing better, scoring its performance between
“average” (for most) and “good”. This positive perception of the performance cascades on better
performance of other social indicators such as Hazelnut quality (performance above “good”),
Retention of young people in the area (between “average” and “good”), Number of organic farms
(above “average”), Percentage of women among the people employed (above “poor”), and
Touristic flow (above “poor”).
Associated with a higher importance given to Public support and Gross margin per hectare are
relatively lower importance attributed to Hazelnut production (20% of participants scoring it
under average importance, 3rd indicator most disputed in importance scorings), Retention of
young people in the area (90%), and Health of agricultural workers (100%). Public support to
agriculture has been identified as a priority in 4 participants’ scorings. Participants putting more
focus on Public support tend to score lower the performance of Hazelnut quality - the lowest here
being “average” performance-, and of social indicators representative of Quality of life and
Attractiveness of the area: Health of agricultural workers – also a priority for 4 participants -,
Number of people employed, Percentage of women employed, Retention of young people in the
area, and Touristic flow).
Lastly, Margin from in situ processing was the indicator with the least agreement both among
scorings of importance and scorings of performance. It is worth noticing that it was also the top
priority indicator, identified as such in 6 participants’ scorings. Participants that scored its
importance higher - 71% of participants ranked it as above average - tended to give less
importance to Hazelnut production and to the Number of Organic farms. Participants that scored
its performance lower – as less than “average” – also tended to see Diversification in land use,
Percentage of women, and Retention of young people as performing lower, namely “poor” to “very
poor” performance.
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3.2.b.
i.

Performance of indicators and presence of attributes

Correlations among scorings of presence

The applicability (or presence) of attributes has been studied through the similarities in scoring
patterns of the participants. The results presented below are tendencies that have been revealed
by the analysis of correlations between scorings of presence (Figure 12). Three attributes seemed
to be at the core of these correlations: Functional diversity, Spatial and temporal heterogeneity,
and Support to rural life.

Figure 12: Correlogram of correlations among scorings of presence. Blue squares indicate positive correlations (rho >0).
Two attributes seem particularly linked with the rest in the scorings of presence: Spatial and temporal heterogeneity in
farm types, and Supports rural life.

Participants that tended to see Functional diversity as applying more to their farming system also
ranked Appropriately connected with actors outside the farming system and Response diversity
as applying more. Participants that tended to see Spatial and temporal heterogeneity in farm types
as applying more to their farming system also ranked Optimally redundant, Response diversity,
and Socially self-organized as applying more. Finally, participants that tended to see Supports
rural life as applying more to their farming system also ranked Legislation coupled with local and
natural capital, Diverse policies, Exposed to disturbance, Optimally redundant, and Socially selforganized as applying more.
ii.

Correlations between scorings of contributions to R,A,T and presence

For the sake of readability, the correlations among the scorings of contribution to resilience
capacities are detailed in Appendix 5. Correlations between scorings of presence and contribution
of attributes to resilience capacities R, A, and T. However, the results of these analyses, as well as
those of the study of correlation between the contribution of attributes to the capacities and their
applicability in the system are presented hereafter. These results are tendencies revealed in the
participants scorings, presented along the individual scorings (see Section 3.1).
Participants that ranked the applicability of Spatial and temporal heterogeneity of farm types
higher, namely as an attribute “moderately” to “very much” applicable to their farming system,
also ranked higher the applicability of Socially self-organized and Optimally redundant. These
participants also tended to rank higher the applicability of Response diversity (“moderately”), and
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the contribution of Reasonably profitable and Exposed to disturbance to the Transformability of
the system.
On the contrary, there was a negative correlation between the applicability of Supports rural life
and the contribution of the same attributes to the Robustness of the system. Both attributecapacity relationships are being ranked as “strong” to “very strong” by the majority of
participants. Participants that ranked better these relationships inversely tended to rank lower
(“moderately” applicable) the applicability of Supports to rural life to their farming system.
Participants deeming Supports to rural life less applicable also tended to see Socially selforganized, Optimally redundant, Legislation coupled with local and natural capital, Diverse
policies, and Exposed to disturbance as less applicable.
Participants almost unanimously ranked Reasonable profitable as applying significantly to their
farming system. This correlates with most of the participants ranking the relationship between
the attribute Socially self-organized and the three resilience capacities as “strong” to “very strong”.
Participants evaluating the presence of Functional diversity as more applicable (“moderately”)
also ranked higher its contribution to Adaptability and Transformability. Alongside, these
scorings correlate with higher perception of the applicability of Response diversity, and higher
contribution of this attribute to Adaptability and Robustness. There was also correlation with
higher applicability of Appropriately connected to actors outside the farming system, and with
contribution of Legislation coupled with local and natural capital to Transformability.
iii. Correlations between attributes and indicators

As a final examination of the patterns of scorings of participants, the relations between the
presence of resilience attributes and the performance of sustainability indicators have been
inquired. These links are presented here along the scorings themselves, to give a sense of the
tendencies revealed in participants’ scorings (Figure 13).

Figure 13: Mapping of correlations between presence of attributes (top) and performance of indicators (bottom). Green
lines represent positive correlations (rho>0), red lines are negative correlations (rho<0).
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Spatial and temporal heterogeneity in farm types was deemed to be at least “moderately”
applicable to the farming system by the majority of the participants. This perception correlated
with a greater applicability of Socially self-organized, Optimally redundant, and Response
diversity. All three attributes were deemed at least “moderately” applicable to the system as well.
A higher presence of these attributes in the system, especially of the heterogeneity, seemed to
correlate with a higher perceived performance of indicators representatives of the Quality of life
and Attractiveness of the area, as well as a better performance of Hazelnut quality and
Groundwater availability. In turn, a higher performance of these indicators rippled on a higher
perceived performance of Gross margin per hectare, Margin from in situ processing, Number of
organic farms, and Water quality in the area.
The applicability of Supports rural life to the system was deemed at least “moderate” by most of
the participants. Positive correlations have been found between this attribute’s presence and
greater applicability of Socially self-organized, Optimally redundant, Legislation coupled with
local and natural capital, Diverse policies and Exposed to disturbance. Higher presence of these
attributes was associated with higher performance of Hazelnut production and Number of people
employed, and lower performance of Public support, Diversification in land use, and Touristic
flow.
The majority of the participants deemed Functional diversity to be somewhat to “moderately”
applicable to their farming system. A lower perception of its presence was correlated with lower
applicability of Response diversity and Appropriately connected to actors outside the farmer
system, as well as with a lower performance of Gross margin per hectare.
All participants scored the production as less than “moderately” coupled with local and natural
capital. Participants who deemed this attribute to be less applicable to their farming system also
saw the performance of Hazelnut and Water quality as poorer (“average”, and “poor” to “very
poor” performance, respectively). Lower performance of Hazelnut quality was associated,
amongst others, with lower performance of Percentage of women among the people employed.
This in turn was correlated with Infrastructure for innovation being more applicable to the
system. Most of the participants deemed this attribute to be “moderately” applicable to their
system.

3.3. Clustering analysis
The question that came up after exploring the data and correlations among scorings, was whether
there were patterns of scoring linked to socio-economic characteristics of participants. To begin
with, the homogeneity of scorings within the different stakeholder groups was inquired. Then,
additional factors such as age, experience, personality, non-farming activities or size of the farm
were added to inform on potentially similar characteristics shared by similarly-scoring
participants.
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Figure 14: Clusters in scorings of importance of indicators, resulting from Ward Hierarchical Clustering method. The
"Others" group of stakeholders tended to score quite differently from one another. Other groups are more similar, with
some exceptions, e.g., Farmer F in the left cluster.

Out of the 21 participants to the Italian workshop, there were 8 were farmers (38%), 7 “Others”
(33%), 3 “Government” and 3 “Industry” (14% respectively), see details in section 2.1. of the
Methodology. The farmers were therefore over-represented compared to other groups. The last
category was composed of individuals from professional backgrounds as diverse as associate
professors, agronomists, and consultants. As can be seen in Figure 14 on scorings of importance
and confirmed in the clustering analysis of other sets of scorings (see Appendix 3. Clusters), the
“Others” group members tended be divided in their scorings of the different factors.
During the clustering analysis, stakeholders from different groups (e.g., Farmer H and Other A in
the Figure above), were found to be more similar in their patterns of scorings than with
stakeholders from their own group. Relying on a small sample size and looking at individual data
therefore prevented us to make any inference based on group homogeneity and inter-group
variability, as any exception could not be seen as an outlier here (see Methodology).
Among the scorings of the 21 participants, we could identify two groups of participants based on
their scorings of the attributes deemed most present in the system, namely Socially self-organized,
Optimally redundant, and Spatial and temporal heterogeneity. The higher-scoring group (scorings
of ‘much’ and ‘very much’ applicable) was composed of 7 participants, with 4 Farmers amongst
them, and the lower-scoring group (‘moderately’ applicable and lower) was composed equally of
2 members from Farmers, Industry, and Others. The first group comprises 3 agronomists
(including one of the farmers), and the second group includes 2 consultants, and was mostly
composed of younger participants than the other group. In addition to the three attributes
mentioned before, the participants’ scorings tend to differ between the two groups on the
presence of attributes Response diversity, Support to rural life, Functional diversity, and Exposed
to disturbance.
Interestingly, this difference between the same higher-scoring and lower-scoring groups was also
found on scorings of performance of the indicators Hazelnut quality, Percentage of Women and
Number of people employed, Retention of young people, and Touristic flow. This could be
summarized in the link between these indicators coming from three functions, namely Food
production, Quality of life, and Attractiveness of the area. No clear difference has been found
between the scorings of both groups on other attributes and indicators. Out of the 6 participants
remaining after the clustering, 5 did not score the attributes during the workshop. The last
participant was a representative of local government, whose scorings share similarities with both
groups, and could thus not be clearly included in either.
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3.4. Comparison between case studies
The same methods (exploration, quadrant analysis, correlation analysis and clustering) have been
applied to the Polish-horticulture farming system. While the indicators evaluated by the
participants were different, some comparison could be made at the level of the functions they
represent, and on the attributes which were the same as in the Italian case study.

Figure 15: Histograms showing the distributions of performance scorings in the Italian (left) and Polish (right) case
studies respectively.

First, there was a notable difference in the general pattern of scorings between the two case
studies. As shown in Figure 15, participants of the Polish workshop scored more on the lower part
of the 5-points Likert scale, predominantly ranking indicators performance as low (2/5) or very
low (1/5). In the Italian case study, participants’ scorings followed more or less a normal
distribution centered around the middle value (3/5). The same respective distributions have been
observed for scorings of presence of attributes.
The skewness of the Polish scorings did affect the correlation analyses in that more correlations
were found among indicators’ performance and among attributes’ presence. That is because more
stakeholders scored similarly, so the range of scorings was smaller than in the Italian case study.
However, this did not change the outcomes of the linear mixed model analysis, which confirmed
a significant predictive power of the importance scorings over the performance scorings in
indicators of sustainability (see Appendix 6. PL-horticulture results).
The indicators identified as priorities in the Polish participants’ scorings were the Price relation
of agricultural products to agricultural production costs, Labour costs, and Price of NPK fertilizers,
all three representing the function Economic viability, alongside with the Area of ecological
farmland with a certificate (Food production), and Dynamics and relations of nominal incomes
per capita of rural and urban residents (Quality of life). The economic situation of the Polish
farming system was deemed to be unsatisfying to the stakeholders in terms of performance (Case
study report – Poland, in Paas et al., 2019), but rather important for them, which was supported
by these findings at the individual level. Moreover, the same functions appear in priorities for the
Italian case study.
The attributes identified as priorities in the Polish participants scorings were Support to rural life,
Response diversity, Optimal redundance in farms, Spatial and temporal heterogeneity, Exposed to
disturbance, Infrastructure for innovation. The last two were also most cited as priorities among
the scorings of Italian participants. The rest of the attributes could be qualified as related to a
broad diversity, which is also the case for other attributes identified in the Italian scorings. A more
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detailed approach to distinguish the priorities given each resilience capacity could be performed
to deepen this analysis.
When inquiring the correlations between performance of indicators and presence of attributes in
the Polish case study, two attributes, when combined, were correlated with almost all indicators’
performances (see Appendix 6. PL-horticulture results. These attributes were Appropriately
connected to actors outside of the farming system, and Reasonably profitable. In details, the first
attribute was mostly considered “not at all” applicable in the Polish FS, and correlates with low
performance scorings of environmental indicators, such as the percentage of protected areas
(Biodiversity and habitat), the area of ecological farmland with a certificate (Food production), or
the changes in land use (Natural resources). The scorings on the second attribute, Reasonably
profitable, were split between “not at all” (1/5) and “somewhat” applicable (2/5), and correlated
most with indicators relating to production concerns, such the share of sown area in fruit
cultivation (Bio-based resources), the changes in livestock population (Animal health & welfare),
and the purchase price for apples (Food production), among others.
The clustering analysis was not conclusive in confirming the two clusters identified in the Italian
scorings. This inconclusive result was due to the low number of participants that scored the
presence of attributes in the Polish case study and to the fact that all indicators and attributes
have not been scored by the same participants. Moreover, as mentioned above, the scorings were
squeezed in the lowest range of the scale, therefore between-participants differences were not
significant enough to distinguish participants with a wider range of concerns and participants
focussing only on some indicators and attributes. This could also be interpreted as high agreement
between the participants regarding a pessimistic state of sustainability and resilience of the Polish
farming system.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Results and implications
Figure 5 presents scorings of importance. The agreement between stakeholders was noticeable in
the spread of the data along the y-axis. As noted by Nera et al. (2020), the agreement appeared to
be higher for indicators given low importance, while the scoring of some indicators seemed to be
highly variable between participants. Visibly, the indicators Gross margin per hectare and Margin
from in situ processing were the most controversial in this case study, while still being ranked of
high importance by more than half of the participants. On Figure 6, the order of indicators by
decreasing performance was not far apart from the order of indicators by decreasing importance
on Figure 5.
Our study showed that, in fact, participants in the Italian case study tended to score the
performance of indicators according to the importance they gave to said indicators. This could be
interpreted as participants that are focusing on some indicators are actively improving the
performance of these indicators in their practice, and therefore the actual performance of these
indicators has improved. This could be confirmed or infirmed by inquiring the link between these
stakeholders’ representations and their practice (e.g., in Hoffman et al. (2014)). In addition,
quantitative information may inform the possible discrepancy between stakeholders’ perceptions
and the actual performance of the indicators. This could help investigate whether stakeholders’
focus is also the source of a biased opinion on the current sustainability of their system, and
whether education programs might improve the overall sustainability of these farming systems.
However, some indicators’ performance might be difficult to assess quantitatively, especially in
the social domain, and the reliability of the participants’ perceptions is hard to determine (Nera
et al., 2020).
Margin from in situ processing was once again the most divisive indicator, participants having
ranked its performance all the way from very poor (1/5) to very well (5/5). This indicator was
indeed considered as a priority (high importance and low performance) by 6 stakeholders, as
presented in the quadrant analysis above (see Figure 8). Its scorings certainly stirred discussions
during the workshop (Nera et al., 2020). This indicator could have indeed been taken as a broader
concept than only representation of Economic viability, but also of the lack of diverse options for
processing and as a signal for the power of big corporate processing over the farming systems’
outputs. Local experts had previously identified the need from stakeholders for diversifying
markets and fostering new options for local processing (Severini et al., n.d.). Participants’ opinion
may vary in their agreement with the current system of processing, thus leading to the high
variability of scorings on this indicator. The definitions of indicators had been discussed at the
beginning of the workshops, but as highlighted here their interpretation by participants might still
have been subjective and have led to scorings differing from the measure of the intended function.
Definitions of resilience attributes are overlapping, and so is their classification into broad generic
principles of resilience or their fitting into parts of the adaptative cycle processes to reflect the
redundancy and interdependency between systems’ characteristics (Meuwissen et al., 2019). It
was therefore difficult to draw conclusions on a couple of principles of resilience that would solely
be either consistent or divisive between participants and that could relate to their perception of
the sustainability of their system. Nonetheless, the presence of attributes linked to a general
notion of diversity in the farming system was correlated to the perceived performance of quality
of the production, quality of life, and attractiveness of the area. It would seem the perceived
presence of particular attributes relate to how participants score the performance of the farming
system. However, we could not state with certainty that it was the perception of moderate
heterogeneity in farm types, of self-organisation or of redundancy that caused the system to be
perceived as having higher-than-average hazelnut quality or being average-to-good in the
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retention of young people in the area. Nor could we state with exactitude the reverse causation
from indicators well performing to diversity attributes more present. Other factors, for instance
that of the historical and cultural rooting of hazelnut production in the region, and both the
perceived and factual good economic performance could be brought in to explain these
perceptions (Severini et al., n.d.).
Consequently, these correlations reveal something about the patterns of scoring of certain
stakeholders, rather than providing answers on the cause-effect relationship between a resilient
system and its sustainable outputs. Two similar-scoring groups have been identified in the study
of correlations between presence of attributes and performance of indicators. The highest-scoring
group was composed of more experienced farmers and stakeholders and was probably then more
rooted in the local farming system and involved in the rural community, therefore more aware of
the diversity and organisation within the system. This and the following are interpretations that
could explain the more positive perceptions of attributes previously mentioned. Because of the
traditional aspect of Hazelnut cultivation in the Viterbo region, professionals that have long
followed its development and recent expansion could take more pride in the quality of the
production and have at heart values of the quality of life in their system and the attractiveness of
their area, thus scoring these higher. The other group could be understood as more critically
oriented. It is composed of employment consultants that have to have an external point of view of
the farming system, of young farmers with alternatives to the dominant model - one farmer was
also a PhD-student, the other was an organic farmer -, and of an agronomist formerly involved in
a consumer-citizen association. These factors could have given the participants a bird’s eye-view
of their farming system, and this may have therefore led to their lower assessment of the social
outputs of the system, as well as a lower diversity than what the previous group believed. It is
though unclear whether the belonging of participants to a certain group (e.g., the “overrepresentation” of older farmers in this workshop) could be a predictor of scoring patterns.
Interestingly, participants in the higher-scoring group tend to score a few indicators and a couple
of functions as very important, and the rest of indicators and functions as very low in importance.
On the contrary, participants in the lowest-scoring group for social performance of indicators tend
to divide the importance scorings more equally between indicators. The most important
indicators and the ranking are generally the same between the two groups, but the higher-scores
are lower, and the lower-scores are higher in the second group. Therefore, the interpretation
could be that participants with a more critical perception of the performance in providing
sustainable outputs and of the level of resilience of their farming system also value a wider range
of indicators, instead of putting focus on fewer, and well-performing, indicators.
Local researchers have stated that the level of agreement was high between participants during
this workshop in the Italian province of Viterbo (Nera et al., 2020; Severini et al., n.d.). However,
this study suggests there may be two different perspectives among the participants; one more
‘conservative’, focusing on fewer – mostly economic – indicators, and one more ‘alternative’,
critical of the (limited) diversity of the system and of the performance of social functions in their
farming system. These results concur with recent findings identifying cognitive causal pathways
among thought-leaders in sustainable agriculture (Levy et al. 2018). As Levy et al. showed,
individuals either rely on simple cognitive maps, building on only a few factors as drivers of the
system, or complex cognitive maps in which they perceive many interdependencies among system
components.
Due to lack of complete data and cultural differences in the scoring patterns in the Polish case
study, these results could not be confirmed in another farming system. Further inquiry in other
case studies would inform the need for an acknowledgment of diverging opinions in sustainability
and resilience assessments. In line with findings from Stier et al. (2017), acknowledging and using
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this diversity of knowledge can better address potential conflict and improve the outcomes of
discussions, leading to better alternatives for socio-ecological systems.

4.2. Methodology
Critical assessment of quantitative data derived from social sources is necessary, from the data
collection method used to the summarizing and aggregating data to further inform discussions.
The mean and the standard deviation as statistical values to summarize the central tendency and
the spread of the data give a false sense of continuity, namely that the scores could take any value
between the boundaries of the scale given. Additionally, these aggregate statistics are influenced
by outliers and could portray a biased picture of the actual scorings due to their sensitivity to
extreme values. This was especially problematic in this case of small sample and consequently
small number of observations. These defects informed the choice of the present study to display
the raw data and exploring and interpreting the case studies scorings based on the median and
inter-quartile range. Thus, the present method could be used both directly during the workshops
and for subsequent quantitative analysis instead of the aggregative method based on the mean
that was chosen for these meetings.
The visualization of this data was another crucial point, notably when the objectives of the
collection were to feed the data back to the participants and foster group discussion (Paas,
Coopmans, et al., 2021). Indeed, showing the participants of a workshop their combined and not
individual scorings could result in loss of information on divergent perceptions. On the contrary,
showing the raw values during the workshop could raise discussions on the outliers previously
mentioned and steer debates on alternatives to predominant discourses. Focussing on individual
data could therefore inform the collective and make quieter voices heard despite existing
acquaintances and power relations in place in the micro social system of the participatory
workshop. This could then be a way to partially overcome the methodological weakness of the
non-random selection of participants, although conflicting views – and thus probably more
extreme scorings – were avoided by this non-random selection. On the other hand, participants
could also choose to rally consciously on the majority scorings, presented using the median,
during the group discussions. The display of individual scorings as well as general metrics of the
group opinion would thus allow for an explicit exchange around of the diversity of opinions
present and lead an informed view of the farming system and its challenges.
The aggregation of the data was done during and after the workshop according to groups of
stakeholders identified by researchers, namely Farmers, Government, Industry, and Others. This
classification was useful to understand the dynamics in terms of different prioritization for each
group and bring this aspect into the collective discussions. Yet, this study has shown that in this
case of a small sample size, the inter-group variability was less relevant than the similarities
between participants – may they be of different groups. Once again, prudence has therefore to be
considered when presenting results based on averages per group, due to the high intra-group
variability and the very small number of observations per group.
A larger amount of data, i.e., a larger number of participants, and ensuring representativeness and
independency in the selection of these participants would be necessary to make inferences about
common perceptions from a group of stakeholders. These assumptions could often not be met due
to the nature of the workshop and the complexity of the logistics involved (Nera et al., 2020). As a
result, more in-depth statistical analyses would lack the power and the reliability to be significant
and would thus not be meaningful to the purpose of a quantitative resilience assessment.
However, the SURE-Farm project relied on a mixed-methods approach to assess sustainability and
resilience in farming systems. The combination of descriptive statistics as presented above,
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participatory workshops, correlation analyses, and local expert knowledge provide thus coherent
and more nuanced insights into the underlying patterns and contributing factors.
The study of correlations between scorings of perceptions presented here was not a hard proof of
relations that participants have made between indicators or attributes. Only with the outputs of
the group discussions during the workshop and an examination informed by local experts of the
case study could it be a means to highlight priorities for individuals and give insights on mental
models of the stakeholders that attended the workshop. Resilience theory emphasizes this need
for an integrated, pluri-disciplinary approach combining quantitative analysis and qualitative
information. Moreover, the case study approach accentuates the context-dependency of these
findings, and generalisation of the results of this study outside of the particular setting of the
participatory workshop, in this specific case study, with the limited number of participants
present ought to be avoided. Nevertheless, the methods and the caution presented here can
inform and contribute to the plurality and diversity of techniques to study socio-ecological
systems as exposed by (Villamayor-Tomas et al., 2020), for a continuous improvement of
scientifically sound and valuable resilience assessments.
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5. Conclusion
During the resilience assessment of the FoPIA-SURE-Farm workshop, the attributes deemed the
most present in the Italian farming system were linked to its efficiency rather than to its diversity.
However, a diversification would make this system less vulnerable in the face of environmental
perturbations or disturbances requiring transformation (Nera et al., 2020). On top of this, the
present study showed that the presence of diversity attributes was – in the scorings of this farming
system’s stakeholders – correlated to the sustainability of the quality of the production, their
quality of life, and the attractiveness of the area. A follow up research could inform whether
increasing the diversity in the FS would in fact lead to improvement of these outputs, in addition
to a greater general resilience.
While these findings are context-dependent, two different narratives appear to exist among the
participants, in line with findings from Levy et al. (2018). Some participants focused on fewer and
mostly economic indicators, thus emphasizing the economic viability of their farming system, and
at the same time upholding its resilience-enhancing diversity. Others gave more importance to
various objectives and their interdependence, while seeming more critical of the apparent
diversity. These findings could inform the formulation of different assessment frameworks (and
their operationalisation) that are better capable of identifying diverse patterns in stakeholders’
perceptions of their farming system.
Moreover, participants in both the Italian and Polish case studies of the SURE-Farm project were
found in this study to score the performance of sustainability indicators according to the
importance they gave to these indicators. The overall performance of farming systems in
delivering sustainable outputs may thus be improved by educating stakeholders on the
importance of a wider range of indicators, if the subsequent concerns were translated into
practice (Hoffman et al., 2014). This understanding of the discrepancy in stakeholders’
perceptions can also serve to inform better advisory programs and help design alternative
resilience pathways in the aim of improving the sustainability and resilience of farming systems,
using their stakeholders’ perspectives as central inputs (McKenzie et al., 2018; Paas, Accatino, et
al., 2021).
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Appendix
Appendix 1. Functions and indicators for PL-horticulture
Explanation

Indicator 1

Indicator 2

Indicator 3

Deliver healthy and
affordable food
products
Deliver other bio-based
resources for the
processing sector
Ensure economic
viability (viable farms
help to strengthen the
economy and
contribute to balanced
territorial
development)

Purchase prices
for apples
(PLN/kg)
Biomass
production straw (t/ha)

Purchase prices
for onions
(PLN/kg)
Average selling
price of wood
(PLN/m3)

Area of ecological
farmland with a
certificate (ha)
Share of fruit
cultivation (% of
sown area)

Price relation of
agricultural
products to
agricultural
production costs
(%)

Price of NPK
fertilizers
(PLN/kg)

Labour costs
(PLN/hour)

Quality of life

Improve quality of life
in farming areas by
providing employment
and offering decent
working conditions.

Percentage of
population
having access to
sewerage
network (%)

Unemployed
registered in
the countryside
(thousands of
people)

Natural
resources

Maintain natural
resources in good
condition (water, soil,
air)

Changes in land
use

Indicator of
surface water
availability per
capita

Biodiversity
and habitat

Protect biodiversity of
habitats, genes, and
species

Quantity of
common birds in
the agricultural
landscape and
forest birds

Protected areas
as % of total
area

Number of wild
game - boars
(thousands of pcs)

Attractiveness
of the area

Ensure that rural areas
are attractive places
for residence and
tourism (countryside,
social structures)

Balance of
migration in
rural areas
(people)

Agritourism
farms (number
of units)

Concentration of
air pollution

Animal health
and welfare

Ensure animal health &
welfare

The number of
bee colonies
(pcs)

Changes in
livestock
population per
100 ha of UAA

Antibiotic
consumption per
livestock unit

Function
Food
production
Bio-based
resources

Private
goods

Public
goods

Economic
viability

Source: PL-horticulture FoPIA SURE-Farm participatory workshop (Paas et al., 2019)
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Appendix 2. Participatory workshop forms

Source: FoPIA SURE-Farm participatory workshops
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Appendix 3. Clusters
The clustering analysis has been performed using the Ward Hierarchical Clustering method on the
statistical software R, to analyse statistically the similarities in IT-hazelnut participants’ scorings.
Two caveats have been identified, leading to the decision that the following results would not
significantly inform the research purpose of this study. The first was that 5 participants in the
Italian case study did not score the presence of attributes (see Figure A3.a). Therefore, it was
impossible to link their scorings on indicators of sustainability to their perceptions of resilienceenhancing attributes. The second was the subjectivity of the quantitative clustering method: two
participants could be grouped together or not depending on the distance method chosen (e.g.,
Euclidian or minimal distance). Moreover, as the clusters identified in each set of scorings do not
match exactly (see Figure A3.b and A3.c for a comparison), it was difficult to reach any conclusion
on similar pattern of scorings between the participants.
All in all, the clusters identified by this analysis have served to inform some particularly dissimilar
patterns of scorings (e.g., “Other C” in Figure A3.b), that is why they are still presented hereafter.
The choice was thus made in this study to focus the analysis of the individual patterns on scorings
of divisive indicators and attributes rather than taking all the scorings into account indistinctively.

Figure A3.a. Clusters in scorings of presence of attributes
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Figure A3.b. Clusters in scorings of importance of indicators

Figure A3.c. Clusters in scorings of performance of indicators
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Appendix 4. Quadrant analysis for priority attributes
To identify attributes critical for the IT-hazelnut farming system, a similar approach to the
Importance-Performance analysis presented in section 3.1.b has been taken. The contribution of
attributes to each of the resilience capacities (Robustness, Adaptability, and Transformability, on
x-axes below) was deemed analogous to their importance to the resilience of the system. The
presence (“Level” of the y-axis below) of these attributes was considered comparable to the
performance, that is what was in fact noticeable from these attributes as characteristics of the
system. Therefore, priority attributes were identified as high-contribution low-presence (lowerright quadrant) in participants‘ scorings.
The objective was to inform the assessment by identifying attributes that could contribute to
enhance the resilience of the farming system by an increase of their presence. Therefore,
attributes reported in Table 6 were the ones systematically reported as contributing to the
maximum (3 on the scale from -3 to 3) for all three capacities while deemed of low presence in
participants scorings. Attention was also given to attributes identified as priorities for each
capacity (see the summary for each capacity below), that is higher-than-individual-average
contribution to the capacity and lower-than-individual-average presence. Only attributes
identified in more than 6 participants scorings (38% of the participants) are reported below.
However, due to the length of the participatory workshop, the reliability of participants’ scorings
is not certain in regard to their scorings of the contribution to resilience capacities. Moreover, the
theoretical complexity of this assessment could be brought in as an explanation for the skewness
of the scorings towards the positive side of the scale (Spiegel et al., 2019, 2021), with very little
scorings below 0 (no relation between the attribute and the capacity).

Figure A4.a. Quadrant analysis of the Presence-Robustness of attributes

The attributes Exposed to disturbance and Diverse policies were identified as priorities in 8
participants scorings. Legislation coupled with local and natural capital, Production coupled with
local and natural capital, and Functional diversity were respectively identified as priorities by 7,
6, and 6 participants.
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Figure A4.b. Quadrant analysis of the Presence-Adaptability of attributes

The attribute Production coupled with local and natural capital was identified as the priority for
contribution to Adaptability in 9 participants scorings (56% of the participants). Exposed to
disturbance, Infrastructure for innovation, and Diverse policies were respectively identified as
priorities by 7, 6, and 6 participants.

Figure A4.c. Quadrant analysis of the Presence-Transformability of attributes

The attribute Production coupled with local and natural capital was also identified as the priority
for contribution to Transformability in 8 participants scorings (50% of the participants). Diverse
policies, Appropriately connected with actors outside the farming system and Functional diversity
were respectively identified as priorities by 7, 6, and 6 participants. Exposed to disturbance was
identified as a priority in 5 participants scorings for this capacity as well.
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Appendix 5. Correlations between scorings of presence and contribution
of attributes to resilience capacities R, A, and T
Figure A5.a. Correlogram (visualization of correlation matrix) representing significant
correlations (p<0.05) between scorings of presence (y-axis) and scorings of contribution to
Robustness (x-axis). Spearman’s correlation coefficients (rho) are indicated on the squares. Blue
squares represent positive correlations (rho > 0); red squares negative correlations (rho < 0).

Both higher levels of Legislation coupled with local and natural capital and Support to rural life
correlate with lower perception of Exposed to disturbance as contributing to the Robustness of
the farming system. Similarly, greater presence of Diverse policies and Support to rural life
correlate with lower contribution of Reasonably profitable to the Robustness of the system.
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Figure A5.b. Correlogram representing significant correlations between scorings of presence (yaxis) and scorings of contribution to Adaptability (x-axis).

Participants that ranked higher the level of Functional diversity tended to see its contribution and
the contribution of Response diversity as contributing more to the Adaptability of the system.
Participants that ranked higher the level of Reasonably profitable tended to see Socially selforganized as contributing more to the Adaptability of the system.
Figure A5.c. Correlogram representing significant correlations between scorings of presence (yaxis) and scorings of contribution to Transformability (x-axis).
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Participants that ranked higher the level of Functional diversity tended to see its contribution and
the contribution of Legislation coupled with local and natural capital to the Transformability of
the system as higher. Participants that ranked higher the level of Optimally redundant tended to
see Reasonably profitable as contributing more to the Transformability of the system. Participants
that ranked higher the level of Reasonably profitable tended to see Socially self-organized as
contributing more to the Transformability of the system. Participants that ranked higher the level
of Response diversity tended to see Exposed to disturbance as contributing more to the
Transformability of the system. Participants that ranked higher the level of Socially self-organized
tended to see Reasonably profitable as contributing more to the Transformability of the system.
Finally, participants that ranked higher the level of Spatial and temporal heterogeneity in farm
types tended to see Exposed to disturbance and Reasonably profitable as contributing more to the
Transformability of the system.
Figure A5.d. Diagram representing scorings of participants of the IT-hazelnut case study and
correlations between these scorings of presence (top) and contribution to resilience capacities
(bottom), as described in section 3.2.b.ii.

The preceding correlations were presented in the formulation “presence correlated with
contribution”. However, as correlations do not indicate causality, the highlighted tendencies in
participants scorings could be interpreted for instance as “participants that tended to see the
contribution of Reasonably profitable to the Transformability of the system as higher also tended
to rank the presence of Optimal redundance, Social self-organisation, and Spatial and temporal
heterogeneity as higher”.
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Appendix 6. PL-horticulture results
Figure A6.a. Quadrant analysis of Importance-Performance in individual scorings of indicators

Table A6.b. Results of linear mixed model analysis revealing predictive power of scorings of
importance on scorings of performance of indicators, accounting for random effects of
participants and indicators. Comparison between the two case studies.
Formula: performance ~ importance + (1 | participant) + (1 | indicator)

Fixed effects

Random effects

IT-hazelnut

PL-horticulture

Intercept

2.61

1.87

Importance

0.05

0.04

R² fixed effects

0.09

0.06

Std participants

0.39

0.90

Std indicators

0.59

0.27

Std residual

0.84

1.05

R² random effects

0.46

0.48

Figure A6.c. Correlogram presenting significant correlations (p<0.05) between scorings of
presence of attributes (y-axis) and performance of indicators (x-axis)
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